PEDESTRIAN SAFETY EDUCATION
SCHOOL SITE WALK!
How many of these can you find on your School Site Walk?
1. Place a tally mark for each of the items you see.
2. Count up your total points per item you see.
3. Add up your total points!

OBJECT

NAME & ACTION

POINTS

Traffic Signs and Signals
Stop sign: Everyone needs to stop
walking, driving, or bicycling at a stop sign
and look all around before crossing the
street or going.

2

Pedestrian crossing signal: Tells
pedestrians they can walk. Safe to walk
across the street after looking all around.

1
each

Pedestrian stop signal: Tells pedestrians
to not walk across the street. Wait for the
signal to turn back to the crossing signal.
Pedestrian countdown signal (flashing
numbers or flashing red hand): Tells
pedestrians there is not much more time
for them to cross the street. If in the
crosswalk, continue walking. If at the edge
of the street, do not start walking.

1

Green traffic signal: Tells drivers it’s safe
for them to drive forward through the
intersection on the street.
Yellow traffic signal: Tells drivers to slow
down. If driving through intersection,
continue. If approaching the signal, slow
down and stop for next green light.
Red traffic signal: Stop. Do not drive
through the street.

1
each

Yield sign: Tells drivers they need to slow
way down to watch for other people who
have the right of way (are supposed to go
first), but they don’t need to stop if no
other person is there.

1

School Pedestrian crossing sign: Tells
drivers there is a crosswalk ahead and
they need to slow down to watch for
pedestrians who may be crossing.

2
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Street ‘Infrastructure’ – what’s painted or constructed on our roads to allow us to safely walk, bike, or drive
Crosswalk: A crosswalk is any part of an
intersection, usually marked with white
lines, that is for pedestrians crossing a
street or road. Walk across the street
using the crosswalk after looking all
around.

2

Intersection: A place where two or more
streets come together and cross each
other. Cross one street at a time, at the
corners of the streets nearest to the
intersection. This is where cars expect to
see pedestrians crossing.

1

Traffic circle: Treat a traffic circle like an
intersection, because it is an intersection
with a central circle where traffic moves in
one direction only around the circle.

1

Bike lane: A place in the street specific
for people riding bikes. Before
pedestrians cross the street, look and
listen for people biking, too!

1

Total Points!

